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1 INTRODUCTION 

Software process improvement (SPI) has long been a concern for software 
producing companies and researchers. The development of the capability maturity 
model (CMM) by the Software Engineering Institute sparked a huge interest in the field. 
The first reports on CMM and s~milar  models were promising; however, in later years 
an increasing number of failures have been reported by Hansen et al. (2004). According 
to Hansen et al., very little research on SPI IS reflective and critical. The CMM can be 
taken to be a prototypical example of the formal and model-based approaches. CMM 
requires many improvements and also improvements of significant complexity (Aaen 
et al. 2001), and according to Ngwenyama and Nielsen (2003) SW-CMM in particular 
is based on a rational ideal and the idea of the rational culture for software development. 
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A small software company, called Alphasoft here for anonymity, where we 
conducted the action research, is an organization with fewer than 50 software 
developers. Along with the company, we have a knowledge Interest In software 
development and SPI in small software companies. Other SPI researchers have a similar 
interest. Withln the SPl community, there has long been the concern that the better 
known approaches, such as CMM, are not a d e q ~ ~ a t e  for the improvement issues in small 
software companies. An early survey shows major concerns that the CMM does not fit 
small software companies (Brodman and Johnson 1994). There is some agreement on 
the particular problems facing small companies pursuing SPI: low likelihood of 
investment in improvement, poor fit with small-company culture. lack of SPI knowl- 
edge, lack of action planning, and more sensitivity to changing environments (Cater- 
Steel 2001; Kelly and Culleton 1999; Villalon et al. 2002; Ward et al. 2001). 

Recently, there have been several attempts to develop and test new SPI approaches 
for small software conlpanies. Some software companies choose to improve software 
processes in a less folmal and less model-driven way. For example, in Kelly and 
Culleton's (1999) research, company S3 chose an approach informed by the CMM, but 
based on alternative principles: (1) maximize involvement, m~nimize disruption; 
(2) stress quality, not CMM compliance; (3) emphasize the advisory role; and 
(4) promote efficiency. Reporting on similar efforts, Iversen et al. (1999) and Nielsen 
et al. (2002) primarily focus on allevlatmg problems experienced rather than finding 
discrepancies between software practices and process-maturity models. Villalon et al. 
(2002) s ~ ~ g g e s t  an action package concept to overcome lack of follow-through into 
action planning and action plan implementation, particularly in sniall software com- 
panies. Richardson (2002) suggests utilizing quality fimction deployment and has 
developed a device called the software process matrix to determine the relationships 
between processes and practices. 

Small software companies often face changing environments and, therefore, can 
easily be more vulnerable than large companies. Ward et al. (2001), addressing software 
development in small companies, suggest that "the processes by which software is 
developed are l~kely to change with circumstances-perhaps even change dramati- 
cally-even while general principles like the need for good conlmunication remain 
constant" (p. 105). Within SPI, Borjesson and Mathiassen (2004) have addressed this 
desired agility and conclude that, for software development, the agility challenge 
comprises the need to 

Handle changes in customers' requirements 
Be aware of and respond to technological changes and innovations as well as 
changes in the market 
Implement software process improvement 

Most small software companies focus on the first two challenges. Borjesson and 
Mathiassen, furthermore, state that an agile software organization needs to balance and 
coordinate development, improvement and innovation. However, all ofthese s t ~ ~ d i e s  on 
SPI in small software companies fb~md that that is exactly what these companies are not 
doing. They prioritize development over improvement. 

Through action research, we are collaborating with a sniall software company. For 
almost a year, we joined efforts in trying to follow the rational ideal informed by model- 
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based assessments. Several improvement initiatives suffered premature death and the 
effort was eventually brought to a halt. Recently, we have tried to recover the SPT 
process by following an alternative route in which we map social networks, among 
others. Our initial interest in social networks came partly from the practical desire to 
understand whether AlphaSoft had an appropriate foundation for a less management- 
drlven SPI approach, and partly from the knowledge that organizational influence 
processes are hugely important in SPI (Nielsen and Ngwenyama 2002). 

Soc~al  network analysis is presented in section 2. In section 3, we outline our 
research approach and in particular we focus on the research process. That leads us to 
sectton 4, where we present how we mapped social networks In AlphaSoft and the 
experience gained from this. In section 5 ,  we discuss the usefulness of the mapping ap- 
proach in SPI and the implications for SPI and research. The paper ends with section 6, 
where we draw our conclusions. Altogether, in this paper we address the research 
question: To what extent and in which ways is the nzapping ofsocial networks useful 
in SPI in a srnall conlpany? 

2 SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS 

Social network analysis is a framework and a set of techniques applicd to s t~ldy the 
relationships between organizational actors and their exchange of resources. Organi- 
zations are viewed as consisting of actors linked together in networks through action, 
exchange, and interpretation and sharing of resources such as information and knowl- 
edge. Actors are viewed as  interdependent. There are relatlonal ties between actors 
through whlch resources are exchanged. Network models conceptualize structure as 
lasting patterns of relational ties (Wasserman and Faust 1994). Wasserman and Faust 
further define actors as discrete individual, corporate, or collective social units (i.e.. not 
only as a single person). The relational ties can be of va ry~ng  types: evaluation of one 
person by another (as with friendship), transfer of material resources, affihation, 
authority (as between managers and subordinates), and behavioral interaction, like 
sending messages and engaging in a disc~ission (Wasserman and F a ~ ~ s t  1994, p. 18). 

Social network analysis is not a new approach. It has been developed and applied 
in a large number of organizational studies. (For historical accounts, see Scott 2000; 
Tichy et al. 1979; Wasserman and Faust 1994.) The framework does not give the unit 
of analysis and data may be collected about many different kinds of actors and relational 
ties. It is, however, common to collect data about the contents of the relatlonal ties as 
well as their intensity and reciprocity. Having collected the data, the approach requires 
the study of network properties and structural characteristics are considered crucial. The 
structural characteristics are, for example, network size, density, clustering, reachability, 
centrality, star, liaison, bridge and gatekeeper. Tichy et al. (1 979) define these as 

Density: the number of actual relational ties in the network as a ratio of the number 
of possible relational ties 
Centrality: the degree to which relations are guided by the formal organization 
Star: the individual with the highest n~imber of relat~onal ttes (also called the 
central actor) 



These are just a few of the analyses that can be performed on the total network. The 
analyses all have a foundation is graph theory (Borgatti and Everett 1992; Scott 2000; 
Wasserman and Faust 1994), but the interpretation and the semantic implication ofthese 
analyses rcnialn specific to the setting where the data were collected. 

Social network analysis has been applied in information systems research. Zack 
(2000) argues that soc~al  network analysis can be used to explore the impact of informa- 
tion systems on organizational forms. Temdee and Korba (2001) apply social network 
analysis to measure the appropriateness of computer-based systems supporting co- 
operative work. In st~idies of comp~~ter-supported collaborative learning, social network 
analysis has been applied to logs of interaction between learners (Martinez et al. 2003). 
Social network analys~s has also been used in the sttidy of exchange of information 
(Haythornthwalte 1996). 

Our appllcat~on of social network analysis focuses on the social networks through 
which software process improvement may happen. We have chosen to apply interac- 
tional analysis. Tichy et al. claim that it is easy to gather data for interactional analys~s 
and that it has all the benefits of  the other analyses (positional, reputational, and deci- 
sional). They descr~be interactional analysis as an approach that focuses on interactions, 
influence, feedback and power. 

3 ACTION RESEARCH APPROACH 

The research 1s part of a national research project on software process improvement 
and knowledge management. The project involves three software companies and 
researchers from three research institutions. The research approach has been action 
research of the type that is called collaborative practice research (Iversen et al. 2004; 
Mathiassen 2002). Collaborative practice research is action research supplemented with 
field experiments and practice studies. 

A software process improvement project was created in AlphaSoft as an action 
research project. Serving a dual purpose is a core characteristic of action research (Huh 
and Lennung 1980; McKay and Marshall 2001). In this case, the researchers' inter- 
vention in AlphaSoft served the dual purpose of collaborative problem solving focused 
on software processes and contributing to SPI research. Action research was chosen 
because it was the intention to create immediate linkage between theories and practice 
for the benefit of practical problem solving and for the benefit of testing and b ~ ~ i l d ~ n g  
pract~ce-based theories. Action research at its best does exactly that: it validates findings 
through immediate action. 

The research reported in this paper is a small part of the whole collaborative 
practice research effort. The action research process follows the process outlined by 
Iversen et al. (2004) and McKay and Marshall (2001). 

The action research process is specifically directed at assessing the usefulness of 
mapping social networks in SPI in a small software company. We did not design this 
process before, or even at the begmning of, our intervention. The process came about 
after several ~~nsuccessful attempts at facilitating improvement ofthe software processes 
in AlphaSoft. The appreciation of the problem situation led to a study of the relevant 
Iiterat~ire (see section 1) .  We realized only gradually that social network analysis might 
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Fgur-e I The Act~on  Research Process (based on 
lversen et al. (2004) and McKay and Marshall (2001)) 

offer insights that our clients, and we, needed. That led us to study the literat~lre on 
social network analysis (see section 2). Based on this, we designed an approach through 
which we co~tld collect the necessary data, develop the maps ofsocial networks. analyze 
the maps, use the maps in disc~issions and evaluate the resulting experience (see 
Figure 1). In the following sections, we present the applied approach: a description of 
the situation that we entered (section 4.1); the data collection (section 4.2); the different 
maps and how they were developed (sections 4.3,4.4, and 4.5); the action researchers' 
analysis of the maps (section 4.6); and the use of the maps in a discussion with an SPI 
manager and the jomt eval~lation of the experience (section 4.7). 

The action research and the mapping approach was later assessed in terms ofthe SIX 

criteria form Iversen et al.: roles, documentation, control, usef~ilness, theory, and 
transfer (see section 5) 

4 MAPPING SOCIAL NETWORKS IN SPI 

The mapping of social networks followed the approach in Figure 1. 

4.1 The Situation Appreciated 

AlphaSol? 1s a small software company with two departments. The ERP department 
develops a large ERP system and maintains it at a number of customer sites. The tasks 
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are charactenzed by long-term and close contacts n lth fev. customers The software 
dekelope~s ha\ e much domam knowledge w ~ t h ~ n  log~s t~cs  In the part~cular area where 
then- customers operate The head of t h ~ s  department IS also responsible for the qual~ty 
system and the IS09000 certificate He was a key actor 111 the SPI group, where the 
head of the tallor-made department was also a member The tallor-made department 
develops several ta~lored systems for many d ~ f f e ~ e n t  c~~s tomers  T h e ~ r  prod~lcts range 
from trad~t~onal  admmstrat~ve systems to Web portals The app l~ca t~on  domams vary 
and the developers' prlmary expertise l ~ e s  u ~ t h l n  software engmeerlng and project 
management 

P r e v ~ o ~ ~ s l y ,  Improvements In software developnlent were informal and spread 
through collaborat~on and mformal contacts v\ ~ t h  col leag~~es A few s~gn~ficant  Imp1 ove- 
ments attracted management's attention dnd were taken to be company ~mprovements 
One s~ lch  Improvement even turned Into an ~nternal software development project Most 
Improvements, however, remamed personal or local between a fen colleag~les 

When the actlon research began, the company was mtroduced to b a s ~ c  SPI ap- 
proaches and soon top management announced the slogan "CMM level three-~n three 
years " T h ~ s  1s a quite common slogan for newcomers to SPI An SPI group was f o ~ m e d  
and a developer from each of the departments was appo~nted to the group The group 
took on the respons~b~hty of assessmg the c~lrrent practices, plann~ng Improvement 
Inltlat~ves, and mplement~ng these Successfi~l Improvements were also supposed to be 
added to the e x ~ s t ~ n g  qual~ty system The manager of the ERP department later charac- 
ter~zed the whole set-up as a complete failure HIS perceptlon is that some developers 
felt pushed a s ~ d e  and that others stopped f o c ~ ~ s l n g  on Improvements, w a ~ t ~ n g  for the 
results fiom the SPI group The group lacked tlme and resources and organ~zed only one 
Improvement lnltlatlve Add to t h ~ s  market decl~ne and consequently low sales figures, 
w h ~ c h  led the company to s h ~ f t  ~ t s  focus to\\ard sales work and the monthly sales 
figures 

Desp~te  these setbacks, Alphasoft's management recogn~zed the value of thelr 
prevlous Improvements as vltal for then- b ~ i s ~ n e s s  success dnd found ~t necessary to 
proceed The t u o  department manage~s '  perceptlon was that f i l t~~re  Improvements must 
be rooted In a strategy that proktdes faster feedback ds well as vmble and ~ m m e d ~ a t e  
benefits for software developers It was In thls atmosphere that the mapplng of soc~al  
networks was inltlated 

4.2 Social Network Analysis of SPI 

For the purpose of mapping social networks, we collected the data following the 
principles of the interactional methods in social network analysis (see section 2). The 
data consist of developers' and managers' individual perceptions oftheir conlmunication 
on issues of improvement in the company d~ l rmg the last six months in retrospect. They 
were asked to identify and characterize the communication as they remembered it. For 
each interaction, they were asked to assess whether the communication had been 

Formal or informal 
Written or oral 
Downward, upward, or lateral 
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MY 
initials Initials Comments ' Form Strength (1-7) Type f 

Figure I?. Graph~cal Questtonna~re (Extract) 

The first two we refer to as the form of comrnuntcation. The last refers to the 
direction of the organizational influence as described by Kotter (1 983). The developers 
and managers were also asked to assess the we~ght  of the communication on a scale 
from 1 to 7 where 1 is very low (e.g., receiving an e-mall) and 7 is very high (e.g., 
collaboration or continuous dialogue). We developed a graphical questionnaire as an 
aid to be filled in by the developers and the managers (see the extract, Figure 2). 

We loaded the data into NetDraw. NetDraw is a tool for social network analysis that 
can display graphs with actors as nodes and relationships as edges. Both nodes and 
edges can have attributes. The data is stored as an Ucmet dataset and can be loaded 
directly into the tool. 

The tool offers various display fea t~~res  and analyses automatically performed by 
graph algorithms. We used the tool to analyze and keep an overview of the data (e.g., 
to select parts of the graph, show different attr~butes and weights, ident~fy central actor, 
cut-point, etc.) using graphical elements to vis~ialize structures in the social networks. 
We performed a systematic analysis of the data to elucidate the following network 
str~lctures: 

Centrality, peaks, and blocks 
Components, k-cores, and cut-points 
Ego-networks, distrib~~tion of strengths. form, and influence in the social networks 

In the presentation of the maps that follows we focus on the most important 
structural features disregarding maps that were ne~ther important nor relevant in 
understanding the specific SPI effort in AlphaSoft. 

4.3 The Basic Map 

We chose a b a s ~ c  map as a starting polnt and maintained the same layout in all maps 
in order to increase visual comparability. 

The b a s ~ c  map of social networks I S  shown In Figure 3. Diamonds are actors in the 
ERP department; circles are actors in the tailor-made department; actors are numbered 
for anonymity; managers are prefixed with an M;  M-9 is the CEO. The basic map shows 
only one cornpotlent, as a path exists between all actors with at least one tie. The ties 
between the two departments are few, but within the departments the networks are dense 
and almost evenly distributed. M-19 is the central actor as he is the actor with the 
highest degree, i.e., the numbers of ties: ( 1  1). M-19 is also apeak as he is more central 
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Figure 3. Basic Map of Soclal Network of SPI Actlvrty 

than any other actorto which he 1s connected Developer #6.  although h~ghly  connected 
wlth a degree of 8, 1s not a peak as he IS connected dlrectly to M-19 T h ~ s  1s not 
surprlslng as M-19 1s the manager ofthe ERP department and responsible for the quality 
system, the IS09000 certificate, and a key actor In the SPI group He IS connected to the 
top manager, M-9, and all connections betueen the ERP department and tallor-made 
goes t h l o ~ ~ g h  hlm 

M-2 1 ,  the manager ofthe tallor-made department, 1s far from central and not a peak 
He shales the contact with the ERP department u ~ t h  developer #26 In the tallor-made 
department, developer #24, w ~ t h  a degree of 8, IS the only peak and he IS connected to 
all In the department The path from any of the managers to any of thelr developers IS 

less than 01 equal to 2 edges In the ERP department, thls IS due to the central role of the 
manager, and In the tatlor-made department, to developer k24 

4.4 The Maps of 3k-Cores, Cut-Points and Components 

Figure 4 shows three maps that contribute to the ~mderstanding of the overall social 
networks. The 3k-core displays the actors with a degree greater than or equal to 3. This 
map is not significantly different from the basic map as only three developers in the ERP 
department are cut out. The 3k-core map shows the connectivity ofthe network and that 
the inner coherence of the company seems relatively strong. Actors M-19 and #5 are 
cut-points because ifjust one is removed from the network it will break into two compo- 
nents. Developer #5 is a marginal cut-point as he will only cut O L I ~  one other actor. M- 
19, on the other hand, is important because he is the cut-point between the ERP depart- 
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Cut-Points 

Components 

Figure 4. Three Different Maps Based on Graph Analysis 

ment and the tailor-made department The components map shows a slmdar tendency 
for the network to break into two stnce the two identtfied components coinclde wlth the 
departments The only exception to this IS that manager M-21 of the tallor-made 
department, from a graph theoretical vtewpoint has a stronger tte to the ERP department 
than to his own department 

4.5 The Maps of Attributes 

Figure 5 shows the attributes of con~nlunication. Communication 1s mostly informal 
and all actors are involved in informal communication. Formal communication is only 
found around the two peaks and between the two departments. Wr~tten communication 
department has a stronger presence in the tailor-made department and around the 
manager of the ERP department. Oral comm~lnication is widespread and every actor 
participates in oral comm~mication. It is worth noticing that con~munication between 
the departments is formal but oral. 
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Formal 

Written 

Informal 

Oral 

Figure 5. The Maps of Attributes in the Soc~a l  Networks 

F~gure 6 shows two maps resultmg from analys~s of weights The highest u e ~ g h t s  
map shows the h~ghest weight reported for all ties Overall, the h ~ g h  weights seem 
e ~ e n l y  d ~ s t r ~ b ~ ~ t e d  over the departments, but we~ghts  are rather low between the depart- 
ments The only communication of weight 7 is between the manager ofthe ERP depart- 
ment and de\ eloper #6 (who IS very well connected in that department) The rest of the 
t ~ e s  ~ n v o l v ~ n g  M-19 are somewhat weaker If developer #6 and M-19 are both remo\ ed 
from the map. the department falls apart, they are the backbone of the department 

4.6 The Researchers' Analysis 

We, the actlon researchers, produced the following aneiysis of all ofthe maps. This 
analysis was presented to the SPI manager during the next step in the approach. 

The overall picture of social networks shows two departments with an informal, 
mostly oral and widespread interaction within the departments, but with sparse contact 



H~ghest Weights Map Without M- 19 and Actor 6 

Figure 6. Two Maps Based on Analysls of Weights 

between departments and to top management The ERP department has a centlal 
manager, M-19, "gatekeepmg" the department agamst all the other actols In the com- 
pany In a more formal~st~c way than usual In the company He controls the communl- 
catlon on ~mprovements both w ~ t h ~ n  h ~ s  own department and also at the management 
level and he IS the only mlddle manager wlth contact to the top management 

The tallor-made department seems to have an Internal central player In developer 
824 keeplng the department together and communlcatlng ~ntens~vely w ~ t h  many The 
managel of the department, M-21, only plays a small role In SPI as he has fe\+ tles and 
partakes In hghtwelght communlcatlon He only connects to the whole department 
through developers #24 and #25 It looks l ~ k e  w~despread delegat~on of r e s p o n s ~ b ~ l ~ t y  
for SPI 

M~sfits between the underly~ng soc~al  networks and a central~zed strategy largely 
explarn the f a ~ l ~ l r e  of the prevlous central~zed SPI ~ n ~ t ~ a t ~ v e  The underlymg soc~al  net- 
wol ks are uneven and, In the ERP department, developers are unaccustomed to wr~tten 
communlcatlon, whlle In the tallor-made department, the networks are lateral thus less 
dlsposed to actlng on formal management d~rectlve A central~zed strategy IS manage- 
ment-drwen commun~cated In w r ~ t ~ n g ,  and formal E~ther  the soc~al  networks must 
change or another strategy must be chosen 

The follom~ng ought to concern an SPI manager want~ng to embark on an 
alternat~ve strategy for SPl 

The remarkably weak tles between the two departments certa~nly are a hmdrance 
for the central and cross-departmental SPI approach. 

A serious management commitment to SPI will be very difficult to exerclse with so 
little communication on SPI involving the top manager. Maybe the lack of 
management involvement shows that SPl is not of strategic importance to the 
company's business strategy. 
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As long as only sparse and formal tles th~ough managers connect the two depart- 
ments, feu Improvements u ~ l l  spread eas~ly from one department to the other 
Closer tles need to be bulk between the two departments and at the le\el of the 
de~elopers  Ifthls seems ~mposs~b le  or undesirable, one co~lld choose to vrew the 
departments as separate soc~al  netwo~ ks and olganlze Independent SPI actn ltles In 
both, del~berately decreasing knomledge sharmg 

Any SPI mitiative in AlphaSoft will benefit from stronger collaboration among the 
managers and with the CEO rnvolved. 

The ERP department could benefit from decentralization, less formalization, and 
delegation of responsib~l~ties. M-19 coi~ld very well be overloaded with respon- 
sibilities. If that is the case, he 1s a bottleneck that stops improvements and hinders 
knowledge sharing and communication in the company. Management commitment 
to SPI is based on real ~nvolvcment and focus, not too much work, and too few 
resources to deal with it. On the other hand, rather than aiming at central control, 
AlphaSoft could base this control on mutual adjustment between peers. 

The analyses do not dlsplay network s t r~~ctures  that h~nder  rdeas and Improvements 
from b e ~ n g  commun~cated among peers (except for the weak tles between 
departments) 

4.7 The Discussion with the SPI Manager 

A session with the SPI manager, M-19, was organized to present the maps and the 
researchers' analysis. The main purpose of this session was to push the SPI initiat~ve 
forward by helping the company to discuss possible ways to support SPI through their 
social networks. The session followed this agenda: 

1.  Present and validate the maps of social networks 
2. Present the researchers' analysis 
3. Discuss the analysis 
4. Facilitate the manager's own analysis of the maps 
5. Decide which actions should be taken 

The maps were presented and explained to the manager as done in sections 4.2 
through 4.5. This part of the session was primarily dedicated to the validation of the 
data underneath the maps. For example, the manager wondered if it was differences in 
understanding the questionnaire that led to the big difference in written communication 
between the two departments-or if that really c o ~ ~ l d  be the case. He also noticed that 
a developer with whome he had worked closely was peripheral in the social network- 
and he wor~dered why. He found both well-known structures in the maps and surprising 
structures. It was concluded that the data were sufficiently valid for the present sesslon, 
but that similar sessions involving more managers and developers sho~lld be based on 
a broader coverage of actors. 



Next, the researchers presented theil andlysls of the maps as done In sect~on 4 6 
T h ~ s  led to a d~scussion of both the extent to wh~ch  the analysls fitted the manager's 
understandmg and the poss~ble mays of supporting SPI th~ough soclal networks In 
f u t ~ r e  Throughout, the manager listened to the outside vlem and s t ~ l d ~ e d  the maps 
Gradually, the d~scussion led the manager to formulate ne\v views on the social net- 
works, and suggest~ons for ho~v to proceed u lth SPI 

The d ~ s c ~ ~ s s ~ o n  did not lead to a spec~fic plan for the next SPI ~nltlative, but ~t d ~ d  
lead to the recognition that the company needed to work more on analyzmg the s~tuatlon 
to become successful w t h  the new SPJ lnltlatlves On the one hand, a pure centralized 
SPJ strategy had not worked In the past On the o the~  hand, a pure peer-drlven strategy 
may not fit the company elther Mdybe a m~xed  stiategy could be ~mplemented, but In 
e~ ther  case the existmg soc~al  netmorks would be insufficient and a change process 
would have to be considered 

The actions agreed upon were 

Increase the data coverage by maklng sure that all actors responded to the 
questlonna~re The mapplng of soc~dl networks s h o ~ ~ l d  even be extended to cover 
the th~rd  department, whlch so far had not been engaged In SPI 

Immediately organize a sin~ilar sesslon with the department managers, M-19 and 
M-21, and the CEO, M-9. The discussion should be based on the broader coverage. 

Plan, prepare, and realize a seminar for the entire company where the maps were 
again discussed. The intention should be to arrive at suggestions for how to improve 
the social networks to form a better foundation for SPI. 

DISCUSSION 

In the discussion of the approach to mapping social networks, we first f o c ~ ~ s  on the 
valid~ty of the research, then on the approach Itself, the lessons we have learned about 
~ t ,  and ~ t s  ~~sefulness  In SPI Second, we focils on the w ~ d e ~  research ~mpl~cat ions  and 
how the approach relates to the e x ~ s t ~ n g  research on SPI In small and agde companies 

Together the d~scuss~on  covers the SIX crlterla for evaluating actlon research found In 
Iversen et a1 (2004) roles. documentation, control. usefulness, theory, and transfer 
For brev~ty, only the latter three are emphas~zed 

5.1 Usefulness and Lessons Learned 

Let us first establish the basis for the action research in terms of the criteria from 
Iversen et al. 

Roles: Two reseal chers were actlve In the research reported here. Both researchers 
had been involved in the collaboration with the company at the time the idea of 
social network analysis was introduced. The researchers were responsible for 
developing the approach and for carrying out most activities. They facilitated the 
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activities " ~ ~ s e  maps in d~scussions" and "evaluate cxper~cnce" with the SPI 
manager as the main contributor. 

Doczmentntio~z: Data abo~lt the action research (not to be confused with the data 
a b o ~ ~ t  social networks) were collected by the researchers through the maps (as in 
Figures 3 through 6), and the analyses of maps docun~ented in the researchers' 
notes and diaries from their meetings with the SPI managers. 

Corztrol: The use of social network analysis was initiated by the researchers, but 
came about during existing collaboration between the researchers and the software 
company. Authority remained at all times with the company's SPI managers. The 
action research was governed by an overall contract commlttlng the researchers and 
the company to collaborate on SPI, but the contract was not detailed and did not 
stipulate the use of social network analysis. 

W e  have assessed the usefulness of mappmg soc~al netuorks In SPI based on the 
cnter~on that the actors acknowledged that learnmg had occurled. ~ n s ~ g h t s  had been 
gamed, or even that actlons had been taken In uslng t h ~ s  pragmatic crlterlon we concur 
w ~ t h  several ac t~on  researchers (e g , Checkland 1981, Mathlassen 2002) 

F~rst,  the two researchers and the SPI manager all found that the scsslon In w h ~ c h  
they used the maps of soc~al  netnorks mas valuable The sesslon adbanced the SPI 
process 111 seve~al  ways 

The participants came away with a sense of progress similar to that experienced in 
all problem solving when a better problem definition is reached (explained well by 
Schon 1983). 

A profound understanding was reached during the session-more profo~md than 
what had previously emerged implicitly in discussions among the researchers and 
the SPI manager. 

Decisions were taken-perhaps not radical decisions. but decisions all the 
same-that had the potential for making the SPI actlvity forward. These decisions 
led to actions being taken to the effect of first involving the other managers, and 
later involving all developers, in a s~milar  session. 

Second, the SPI manager expressed e x p l ~ c ~ t l y  that the maps \\ere very ~~sef i l l .  Not 
only did the maps show what he already knew, they also contained angles. pointers, and 
clues that he had never thought about before. He genuinely found the maps interesting 
as a kind of mirror in which he could now see his own organization In a new light. This 
was not expressed out of politeness as he had on several prevloils occasions expressed 
dissatisfaction with the researchers' ideas and did not have any acadernlc or theoretical 
interest. 

Third, the two researchers found the approach and the maps useful. The maps aided 
in understanding why several previous attempts at improving software processes had 
failed. The maps also indicated how the researchers could become more successful as 
facilitators of process improvement. 
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In addltlon to  thls general assessnlent of ~~sef i~ lness ,  there are number of spec~fic 
lessons learned about the approach. 

Maintaining that the maps are a means for dlscusslon and debate among the actors 
involved is crucial; they do not represent real-world social networks. Hence, the 
data's objectivity or accuracy is not of paramount importance; ~t I S  sufficient that 
the data reflect actors' perceptions of their comm~tnication about improvement. 

The data collect~on f o ~  the maps can be v e ~ y  fast and efficient In our data col- 
lectlon, we dld not cover the entlle company, but fill1 coberagc could be achleved 
effic~ently On the other hand, ~ f t h e  data collect~on becomes too I elaxcd the actols 
~nvolved may not want to d~scuss  the maps, or they w11l not takc actton based on the 
maps That w ~ l l  se r lo~~s ly  jeopardize the mapping approach 

Collect~ng data about actors' perceptions of communication \\ tth other actors, and 
even based on the recollection of activity for the last six months, does not signal 
validity of data. In the validation we experienced, it did not become an issue. On 
the other hand, it is possible to reduce the reliance on recollect~on by tracking 
actors' perceptions of communication over a period. 

The tool we used, NetDraw, has been very helpf~11 in the process. After some initial 
problems with data formats, it has consistently supported not only the drawing of 
maps based on the data, but also a number of the most common algorithmic 
analyses that can be performed on social networks. The tool ~vorks well with small 
amounts of data when there is a need for vls~~alization. It I S  not Itkely to be as valu- 
able with large amounts of data, as large social networks are not easy to visualize. 

5.2 Implications for SPI in Small Companies 

Our mapping approach relates to the existing theories of SPI in small companies in 
the following ways. First, the mapping of social networks, as in the approach we used 
at AlphaSoft, seems particularly relevant for understanding SPI act~vity In small com- 
panies. Small software companies are less likely to favor a formal, centralized SPI 
approach as discussed in the introduction. Alphasoft conforms to earller reports (Cater- 
Steel 2001; Kelly and C~tlleton 1999; Villalon et al. 2002; Ward et al. 2001) in that 

1. They did not want to invest as much in SPI as the companies following the CMM. 
2. The formal and centralized SPI approach did not fit their small company culture. 
3.  They to some extent lacked SPI knowledge. 
4. Actions were less planned. 
5. They were very sensitive to their changing environment (1.e.. market segment 

changes). 

In this setting, mapping fits well as a low-budget approach to assess strengths and 
weaknesses in the social networks. This is an important part of the in f ras t r~~c t~~re  for 
informal SPI because such companies lack the economical inclinat~on to invest in a 
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formal, rat~onal,  centralized mfrastructure It enables companles to d~scuss  and evplo~t  
the poss~brl~tres that already e x ~ s t  and to focus on necessal y rniprokements 

Second, the a b ~ l ~ t y  to change w ~ t h  a changmg envrronment is an a g ~ l e  ploperty of 
a s o f t u a ~ e  company The abll~ty to change requ~res, among other thlngs \cell-func- 
tlonlng commun~cat~on (Ward et al 2001) It 1s thus des~rable to analyze the soc~al  
network of con i~nun~ca t~on  to ensure t h ~ s  ~mportant p r ~ n c ~ p l e  IS the basrs for constantly 
chang~ng processes and, hopefully, improvements 

Th~rd ,  a g ~ l e  software development requires par t~cula~ actn ~ t y  to rniplement SPI 
(Bo~jesson and Mathlassen 2004), but most small softwale companles focus on a g ~ l e  
properties d~rectly related to development ac t iv~ t~es  (e g , changmg requlrenients, tech- 
nology, and ~ n n o l a t ~ o n )  As we see ~ t ,  chang~ng reqlnrements, technologres, and mar- 
kets may well demand more Improvement In the small software company, t h ~ s  actlvlty 
agaln o ~ ~ g h t  to be supported by the same k ~ n d  of soc~al  netaorks fur the^, Borjesson 
and Mathlassen state that an ag~ le  software organ~zat~onneeds to balance and coo~drnate 
development Irnprobement, and rnnovatlon However, all ofthe s tud~es of SPJ rn small 
softmare companles ment~oned In the mtroduct~on found that that I S  exactly what they 
are not do~ng-and L$ ~ t h  good reasons Ltke AlphaSoft, they prlorltlze development 
over ~mprovement Therefore, w h ~ l e  studylng the soc~al  networks of communlcatlon 
about SPI in AlphaSoft, LLe began to wonder what the networks of dcvelopment looked 
l ~ k e  and ~f u e ~nstead of ~ m p r o v ~ n g  and bu~ldmg SPI soc~al  networks, could p~ggyback 
on the work~ng, and probably more stable, soc~al  networks supportmg development We 
could map the soclal networks of commumcatlon on de~elopment  and perhaps 
lnvestlgate ~ f ,  and horn, the small company could do SPI w h ~ l e  p r ~ m a r ~ l y  attend~ng to 
de\ elopment 

Our mapplng approach could be transferred to other s ~ m ~ l a r  sltuatlons Based on 
our, SO far l ~ m ~ t e d  experience w ~ t h  the mapplng approach, we suggest that ~t w ~ l l  work 
for small companles but not large ones To fac~htate d~scuss~ons  that bring the process 
forward, the maps of soclal networks must show the networks In a h~ghly v~sual  u a y  that 
can be grasped by the a c t o ~ s  ~nvolved without them bemg experts on soclal network 
analys~s 

Cons~deratron of whether practlt~oners can use the approach ~ndependcntly (I e , 
w ~ t h o ~ r t  the resea~che~s '  presence) IS always relevant for approaches stemmmg fiom 
actron research Actors who possess a theoretical and pract~cal competence In soc~al  
network analvs~s may develop maps, n h ~ l e  those possessing more general process 
facll~tat~on skllls lead the actlvltles In which maps are used to spark d~scuss~on  

Very I~ttle In the mapplng approach IS speclfic to AlphaSoft The data collect~on 
methods and development analys~s, and use of maps In d~scuss~ons  are all transferable 
to other small, a g ~ l e  software organlzatlons For these parts, we c la~m some general~ty 
What cannot be transferred to other organlzatlons are the specific maps, the analyses of 
AlphaSoft through maps and the spec~fic outcomes of the d ~ s c ~ ~ s s ~ o n s  For that, we 
c l a ~ m  no gencral~ty 

6 CONCLUSION 

We have t r ~ e d  here to answer the research question: To what exter~t and in which 
~ v a y . ~  is the runpping ofsocial networks useful irl SPI in a srnall cornparzy? In this paper. 
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we have add re~sed  t h ~ s  b) o ~ ~ t l ~ n ~ n g  an apploach f o ~  mappmg soc~a l  networks that may 
be  used In SPI In l t~a t~bes  Through action research, we  habe shown how we  used the 
approach in AlpliaSoft, and we have d~scussed its usef~~lness ,  relat~on to  theory in the 
field, and c~rcumstances under which it may be transferred to other sl tuat~ons 

There are several llmltatlons In our action research and use of s o c ~ a l  network 
ana lys~s  Further reseal ch needs to  be done to  

1 Improve the mapplng approach, p a r t ~ c ~ ~ l a r l y  howto  effic~ently collect vahd dataand 
d e c ~ d e  w h ~ c h  maps to develop and bring to  the discussion 

2. Test the approach further; it is particularly relevant to test the approach in other 
small software cornpanles showing a wide range of characteristics 

3. Develop imp l~ca t~ons  for SPI that can be  drawn from the maps of social networks 
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